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Interview with Tom Nunn
This past Monday, I visited the studio of
musical instrument inventor Tom Nunn to talk
ahead of his upcoming retrospective performance at the Community Music Center in
San Francisco on Friday February 17. The full
interview appears below.
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plates and plates sit on balloons so it was a
refinement already.

AC: OK, so we can go from the “why” to the
“how.” So if you were to begin a new instrument, or a new invented instrument, how do
you begin that? Does it start with a particular
set of materials or objects, or a process, or a
particular musical or sonic idea?

March 2012
Jaap Blonk

rest of them are doing. It just happens to be
with these things instead of those things. We
have the same language, we have the same
orientation to sound, and we bring to that an
expression through phrasing and proportion
that represent classical training and sensitivities.

Tom Nunn with the Lukie Tube
AC: So why go through the trouble of invention? Why invent a new instrument versus
learning existing instruments?
TN: To me, they create a more interesting compositional format, or forum, I should say. They
open up possibilities that traditional instruments can’t, because of tradition. Traditional
instruments come with tradition, that’s why
they call them that. That means that that’s a
whole set of expectations that are historically
and culturally determined before you even
start saying anything. So, in experimental and
improvised music, what I get from traditional
instrumentalists is that they are trying to get
beyond the traditional instrument. So they use
different techniques and they use, you know,
very imaginative ways of looking at the instrument as a sound-making device. Well, that’s
what I am doing with found objects and then
ultimately constructions out of found objects.
So, we’re all on the same path. What we’re
trying to do is, and what all artists and creators
have tried to do is, extend and evolve tradition,
not simply represent it. And it’s no disrespect
to tradition because we wouldn’t be here
without it. So I’m doing the same thing that
Philip Greenlief or John Butcher or any of the

TN: I think it starts with the material that you
discover. You discover something about material or some combination of material or use of
material that is sonically interesting, and then
you see what you can do to shape that material to see if it’s musically interesting. And then
you see what is involved in shaping that material and start focusing on that evolution from
the sound of the material to the understanding
of the material and its relationship to how you
make it work, the techniques you use on it;
and then finding the best designs for those
techniques to accommodate those techniques.
Tom Nunn, Lukie Tube from CatSynth on
Vimeo: http://vimeo.com/36393728
AC: Yes, so what was your first invented
instrument that was used in a performance or
a recording?
TN: Oh, that’s difficult to say, because I got
into this when I was a graduate student at
UCSD, and we were doing outside of the class
outside of the university a pro-active socialism with music. And so we would go to a park
and set up found objects and get the public
involved in that. And I was interested in both
the sociology of that and the composition of
that. But the main thing was that it’s just an
evolution of these materials and circumstances
they exist in. So what I was getting at is I
guess it was hard to say what the first was.
Maybe the first was a gas bottle. Maybe the
first was a certain way of using some material.
The first constructed instrument that I called
and have stuck with and keep to this day is the
Crustacean. It was about 1977. And again,
we had already discovered that rods work with

The Crustacean
AC: OK, and then presumably since that
time there’s been more refinement learning
from previous ones. So what sort of things
have changed since this early instrument, or
since those early performances? What sort
of things have you learned that have been
put to use in the latest instruments?
TN: Well, it was not so much a linear
evolution in one direction. Those plates on
balloons with rods, space plates I call them,
that was one way, and actually didn’t go
very far beyond that. What I got into were
electro-acoustic percussion boards and
that’s like the Bug and the Crab and these
things on the wall here, Techphonic Plates,
and ultimately the T-Rodimba. So it was
basically hardware devices attached to plywood with a contact mic on the board. That
was it. You play them with different things
in different ways. But I used combs in that.
And ultimately over the years, over many
years, I got to the point of realizing that the
combs were wearing in a certain
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Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm $6-10
sliding scale
T.D. Skatchit & Company “Skatch Surveillance” CD Release Show
Tom Nunn and David Michalak - skatchboxes
Guests performing with the duo in various
formations: Tom Bickley, Phillip Greenlief, Polly
Moller, Tom Djll, Aurora Josephson

Maybeck Studio [contact cowrig@gmail.com for
address/directions to Maybeck Studio] • 8pm $10-20
sliding scale
THE GREEN MITCHELL TRIO. CD release concert
featuring Cory Wright., reeds/compositions - Lisa
Mezzacappa, bass & Jason Levis, drums. Preceded
by Cory Wright solo set.

Saturday March 3
Temescal Arts Center • 8pm free
THE UNCOMFORTABLE ZONES OF FUN
do you dare to be in experiments
in experience/participation performance?
The Underground Hit!
Frank Moore, world-known shaman performance
artist, will conduct improvised passions of musicians,
actors, dancers, and audience members in a
laboratory setting to create altered realities of fusion
beyond taboos.

Sunday March 4
SIMM Series • 7:30pm $8/10
7:30 Pacific Sticks Ensemble performs 8 Trios For
Percussion by Oszkar Balazs
8:30 Noertker’s Moxie Quintet:
Annelise Zamula - tenor saxophone, flute / Amber
Lamprecht - oboe, flute / John Vaughn - baritone
sax, flute / Bill Noertker - contrabass / Dax Compise
- drums
Community Music Center • 8pm $15 [$8]
Virtuoso dutch vocalist Jaap Blonk! performing solo
and with sfSound, including John Cage’s “Aria” with
“Fontana Mix”.

Sheldon Brown - Andrew Joron - Dave MacNab Noah Phillips - Michael Wilcox - Vijay Anderson

Thursday March 8

Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm $6-10 sliding
8pm: The Misspelled Trio; Philip Greenleaf, Sax;
Arora Josefson, Voice; Matt Davington, Drum Machine
9pm: Christian Pincock (from Albuquerque), Trombone

Sunday March 11

Cafe Royale • 2pm donations accepted
Gilberg Johnson and Ken Bullock Presents Second
Sunday Jazz, featuring: The Lost Trio
Phillip Greenlief - tenor saxophone; Dan Seamans bass; Tom Hassett - drums ... the trio will play 3 sets
from 2 - 5 pm
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts • 7pm $30-$50
James “Blood” Ulmer, solo

Tuesday March 13
Uptown • 9pm $10 donation
Active Music Series at the Uptown presents:
Moe!kestra + Clifford / Hatwich / Shelton / Wick

El Valenciano Restaurant & Bar • 8:30pm donation
IDES OF MARCH CONCERT 1) THE TRICORNERED TENT SHOW: Valentina O. vocals, P.
Everett electric auto harp +, R. Schaffer e-bass, A.
Flores drums 2)Forward Energy Jim Ryan a&t sax
flute trumpet, C. J. Borosque trumpet, Rent Romus
alto, soprano, c-melody saxes, Scott R. Looney
piano, Eric Marshal dbass, Timothy Orr percussion 3)
GREEN ALEMBIC Amber Lamprecht oboe/flute, Theo
Padouvas trumpet, Jeff Hobbs alto clarinet/Violin,
Jim Ryan amplified kalimba flute word & image, Bob
Marsh bass, and Sam Ospovat percussion.

Friday March 16
Berkeley Art Museum • 6:30pm free to $7
Flash back to the early years of BAM/PFA at this
celebration of California performance art, presented
in conjunction with the exhibition State of Mind: New
California Art circa 1970.

Moe!kestra is the large ensemble/orchestra project of
Bay Area experimental musician, Moe! Staiano, which
began at Berkeley’s Beanbenders’ series in 1997.
For this concert, Staiano will conduct 30+ Bay Area
musicians through Piece No. 9: When Terrie Had Six,
based of songs by and dedicated to the Dutch band,
the Ex.

MACLA/Movimiento de Arte y Cultura Latino
Americana • 8pm $15 at the door / $12 in advance
Voces del Desierto – a multimedia collaboration
between Guillermo Galindo and Quinteto Latino
(Diane Grubbe, flutes; Kyle Bruckmann, oboe/English
horn; Leslie Tagorda, clarinets; Armando Castellano,
French horn; Shawn Jones, bassoon).

Opening will be the quartet of Mark Clifford,
vibraphone; Anton Hatwich, bass; Aram Shelton,
clarinets; Jacob Wick, trumpet.

Saturday March 17

Wednesday March 14
Meridian Gallery • 7:30pm $10 general, $5 student/
senior
San Francisco-based composer/performer and media
artist, Pamela Z, will present new solo voice and
electronics work at Meridian Gallery on Wednesday,
March 14th, 7:30pm as part of their Meridian Music:
Composer in Performance Series.

Freight & Salvage • 8pm $21-26
Premiere of JMF-commissioned chamber-jazz suite
inspired by the poetic writings of Allen Grossman,
featuring Carla Kihlstedt, Rob Sudduth, Ches Smith,
Myra Melford, Ron Miles, Kenny Wollesen, and
Greg Cohen. Ben is a Berkeley-based clarinetist
and composer, named #1 Rising Star Clarinet by the
2011 Downbeat Critics Poll.

Meridian Gallery • 7pm Hemlock Tavern
Moe! Staiano’s own Surplus 1980, the fervent fishes
of ReCardiacs Fly, and the mysterious (but loud)
PG13 (Thomas Scandura, John Shiurba, and Phillip
Greenlief) -- will take over the Hemlock Tavern and
your world.

Monday March 5

The Magnes • 6pm free
27th Annual Jewish Music Festival:Emmanuel
Witzthum - A composer and scholar in residence at
UC Berkeley Music Department and The Magnes
Collection, Emmanuel has created an audiovisual
dialogue between his hometown—Jerusalem, and
Berkeley by interweaving recorded sights and sounds.
More info:
www.jewishmusicfestival.org or 510-848-0237 x119.

Temescal Arts Center • 8pm free
The Monday Makeout:
NATHAN CLEVENGER GROUP
Aaron Novik, Kasey Knudsen, Sylvain Carton, Evan
Francis, Nathan Clevenger, Sam Bevan, Jon Arkin
\JOHN SHIURBA’S 3-3
John Shiurba - Kyle Bruckmann - Gino Robair
DISTANT INTERVALS

Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm $6-10 sliding
27th Annual Jewish Music Festival:Emmanuel
Witzthum. Guest Curation by Greedmink
Rubber ()) Cement, Bran...Pos, and Hora Flora

Thursday March 15

Trinity Chapel • 8pm $15/$10
Saxophonist and composer Larry Ochs and Kihnoua
perform music influenced heavily by “the blues” in
general and the blues of Korea – an ancient form
of music called p’ansori – in particular. BUT what
“influence” means here is that you’ll feel the spirit of
that music; the actual forms and some of the sounds
Ochs and his ensemble use to realize the music are
often contemporary in origin.
Meridian Gallery • 8pm $10-$15
The Pacific Exchange brings composers and
performers from diverse areas of the Pacific Rim
together in order to exchange ideas and create music
on a shared concert stage.
MACLA/Movimiento de Arte y Cultura Latino
Americana • 8pm $15 at the door / $12 in advance
See 3/16
784 65th St • 8pm $6-$10 sliding scale
Marielle Jakobsons + Sarah Elena Palmer (voice/
violin/synthesizers) and Sult - featuring Jacob Felix
Heule (percussion), Tony Dryer (bass), plus special
guests

SIMM Series • 7:30pm $8/$10
7:30 New Monsters - Jim Bove, Dan Plonsey, Scott R.
Looney, Steve Horowitz & Steve Adams
8:30 Lords of Outland performs the Cloudknittersproject
Suite (live recording) Rent Romus, CJ Borosque, Ray
Schaeffer, Philip Everett

Thursday March 22

Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm $6-10
8pm Sarah Elena Palmer’s: Giant Pliant, “Blankets and
Other Puppets” for voice and electronics
9pm Ann/Marianne. Marianne Tomita McDonald: bows,
strokes, and plucks her Scottish harp. Ann O’Rourke:
vocals, cymbals and found objects using various
implements and effects

Friday March 23
Mills College Ensemble Room • 7:30pm free
In 1975, California-based Dutch Conceptual artist Bas
Jan Ader disappeared under mysterious circumstances
at sea while attempting to cross the Atlantic in a small
craft. Filmmaker Rene Daalder uses this story as the
basis for a sweeping overview of contemporary art
and an epic saga of the transformative powers of the
ocean in his 2008 film Here is Always Somewhere
Else: The Life of Bas Jan Ader. Before the screening,
immerse yourself in a recording of ARP’s meditative
electronic musical work Odyssey (For Bas Jan Ader).
In conjunction with the exhibition State of Mind: New
California Art circa 1970.
Artists’ Television Access • 8pm $6
An evening of electroacoustic audio-visual
improvisation with Bill Hsu (electronics, interactive
animation), Tony Dryer (contrabass), Jacob Felix Heule
(percussion), and special guests from Norway
Meridian Gallery • 8pm $10 general, $5 student/senior
Strings Across Cultures! Koto and Kayageum lecture/
concert

Sunday March 25
SIMM Series • 7:30pm $10/$8
7:30 PM TBA
8:30 PM Mirror Trio
Jacob Felix Heule, Tony Dryer, and special guests from
Norway

Wednesday March 28
Tuesdays at Tom’s Place • 7:30pm free donation
Barney Childs Festiva

Thursday March 29
Tuesdays at Tom’s Place • 7:30pm free donation
Barney Childs Festiva
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm $6-10
8:00pm Grains. Marc Deriso drums and guitarist
Brendon Randall-Myers
8:40pm Michael DiNubila solo guitar
9:15pm Realization Orchestra

www.transbaycalendar.org
Sunday March 18

MACLA/Movimiento de Arte y Cultura Latino
Americana • 8pm $15 at the door / $12 in advance
See 3/16

venue information

784 65th St., Oakland
Artists’ Television Access
992 Valencia, San Francisco
Berkeley Art Museum
2626 Bancroft Way, Berkeley
Cafe Royale
800 Post Street, San Francisco
Community Music Center
544 Capp Street Btwn 20th and 21st San Francisco
El Valenciano
1153 Valencia Street, San Francisco
Explorist International
3174 24th Street, San Francisco
Freight & Salvage
2020 Addison Street, Berkeley
Latino Americana
510 S. 1st Street, San Jose
The Lab
2948 16th Street, San Francisco
Luggage Store Gallery
1007 Market Street, San Francisco [at 6th]
The Magnes
2121 Allston Way, Berkeley
Makeout Room

22nd Street, San Francisco [at Mission]
Meridian Gallery
535 Powell Street, San Francisco
Mills College
5000 MacArthur Blvd., Oakland
Musicians’ Union Hall
116 9th Street, San Francisco [at Mission]
ODC Dance Commons
351 Shotwell Street, San Francisco
Rickshaw Stop
155 Fell Street, San Francisco
Subterranean Art House
2179 Bancroft Way Berkeley
Temescal Arts Center
511 48th Street Oakland
Tom’s Place
3111 Deakin Street Berkeley
Trinity Chapel
2320 Dana Street, Berkeley
Uptown
1928 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
701 Mission Street, San Francisco

Outsound Presents
& Luggage Store
Gallery co-curate
LSG New Music Series
1007 Market St. 3rd Floor
@ 6th Street
San Francisco Ca

Thursday, Mar 1 2012 8:00 PM
T.D. Skatchit & Company “Skatch Surveillance” CD Release
Show
Tom Nunn and David Michalak skatchboxes
Guests performing with the duo in
various formations:
Tom Bickley - Recorder
Phillip Greenlief
Polly Moller
Tom Djll
Aurora Josephson
Thursday, Mar 8 2012 8:00 PM
8pm: The Misspelled Trio
Philip Greenleaf - Sax
Arora Josefson - Voice
Matt Davington - Drum Machine
9pm: Christian Pincock (from
Albuquerque) - Trombone
Thursday, Mar 15 2012 8:00 PM
Guest Curation by Greedmink
Rubber ()) Cement, Bran...Pos, and
Hora Flora

Thursday, Mar 22 2012 8:00 PM
8pm Sarah Elena Palmer’s:
Giant Pliant
“Blankets and Other Puppets”
for voice and electronics
9pm Ann/Marianne
Marianne Tomita McDonald
Thursday, Mar 29 2012 8:00 PM
8:00pm Grains
Marc Deriso drums and guitarist
Brendon Randall-Myers
8:40pm Michael DiNubila solo guitar
9:15pm Realization Orchestra

Interview with
Tom Nunn
article continued from front...
way and how would I accentuate that because
they seemed to be getting better. Therefore,
because of the shape they were better. What
if I started experimenting with shapes of
combs or what if I started experimenting with
things I put the combs on? So in a sense it
was an evolution from electro-acoustic percussion boards and the technique of using combs
into the creation of the Skatchbox, which was
a new thing. 2008.

Skatchboxes
AC: OK, so actually I was going to ask about
the Skatchbox. Visually, it seems a little bit
different from the other ones and it’s more
“reproducible.” And even though each one
is unique and there are quite a few of them –
there was the workshop we had at Outsound a
couple of years ago. And even looking around
the room there is almost like you would have
with saxophones, like a soprano and a bass.
So just a little bit more about the evolution of
the Skatchbox and the different varieties and
the different ways it can go?
TN: Yeah. Well, it started with the implement,
oddly enough. It was almost like inventing a
stringed instrument because you happened
to have a bow. So that’s how that instrument
evolved. It evolved out of the implement and
to a certain extent technique because what
I started with was a blank cardboard box. A
big huge box that I found on the sidewalk that
I put aside saying “I must be able to use this.
It’s much too neat.” So I tried the combs over
it because I had incidentally scraped a box
that was full of National Geographic magazines, so it should have been really dead.
But it wasn’t. It was very alive, resonant, as
long as I was making the sound and when I
stopped making the sound it stopped. And
so I thought, “Hmmm. Wow.” So I started
experimenting with how I pushed the comb
across that cardboard box. Then I tried it on
the big empty box on a keyboard stand. And
then I started taping objects down to that to
see what that does. And then like a silly goose

I put a contact mic on the other side of the box
and said “Well, that doesn’t work.” (And I said,
“Well, maybe that’s a good thing”). But then I
realized, no, put the contact mic on the inside
of the top just like you would the plywood
sheet and I did and it was like “Oh my god!”. It
was like “God, this is five times more efficient
than plywood.” Ten times. It was incredible.
So I had a kind of “articulation instrument” that
I had always wanted and never had. I always
felt in recordings my instruments sounded like
they were in the next room compared to everybody else, especially electronics. So this now
has the presence and dynamics and articulation of electronics. I can take on any electronics with this. So that’s how I developed into
these things and I just tried different layouts

and designs of stuff and evolved different
materials that I put on them and different techniques for putting them onto the box from tape
to glue. And then it became more specific and
more prototypical and more evolutionary…until
I got these two which are perfect.

I have been hearing the performances over
the last few years, I am often struck by how
the timbres remind of electronically generated
sounds. I know there are the contact mics and
the electro-acoustic aspect through that, but it
is still coupled with acoustic sources. And in
designing or evaluating the sound, is the relationship between electronics or the mathematics of sound?
TN: Not really, not really the mathematics at
all. The closest thing I have to anything like
that would be – well it’s not even mathematics, it’s scale-wise. The only scalar instrument
is the Octatonic T-Rodimba. It has octatonic
scales on G, G sharp and A, overlapping, and
it’s definitely a pitch instrument. It’s sounds
something like a marimba. So other than that,
what I have done is, really, and on purpose,
create elements, or use elements, which are
somewhat random and themselves improvised
as the building of the instrument happens. So
that when I have the instrument, it’s not so
much an instrument that represents a system,
it’s an instrument that represents a kind of
territory to explore. So for me I like the idea
that an instrument has a character, a life of
its own, and it speaks to us as we play it. We
have an interaction between one another as
we’re playing together. And I think that happens naturally with all instruments and players
anyway, ultimately, when they’re improvising
at least. But I’m sure otherwise, too. So, it’s
again the same thing that all musicians feel
and sense and experience in relationship to
their instrument.

can decorate it however you want. But you
need to get that essential design that works to
get that essential sound that works, because
of that essential action that makes the object
sound like that. So beyond that, since you’re
building something, you might as well make
something attractive, interesting, fun, curious.
So if you are going to have rods why not bend
them and make antennae? And as you’re doing that visual thing, you’re also gaining some
kind of acoustic thing because you’re changing
the harmonics of the rod. It’s different than a
rod that was straight. So like for the Crab, I
have three bends in the rod, or two bends in
the rod, and they look like little crab feet. But
they also create a very distinct acoustic sound
because of that. They have a high sound and
a very low sound. When I got the Lukie Tubes
that was because I had these plates that had
been sanded for looks only. But had they not
been sanded, the tubes wouldn’t have worked.
So sometimes the decoration leads to actual
new designs for acoustic reasons.

AC: OK, we’ll take a look at the perfect ones.
TN: Yes.

TN: Well, if I were to order them in prior-

TN: It’s more the relationship with the performers who happen to have those instruments but also happen to have a history of
playing with me. And so I’ve played innumerable hours with everybody that is going to be
on this program. So we all know each other
very well. And that’s a really nice thing if
you’re doing free improvisation, which most of
it will be. But these are master players, master

AC: Following up on that, any thoughts on
how one would notate for your instruments?
TN: [Laughter] One of the big reasons I got
into improvisation with these things! I mean,
they [composition and improvisation] happened at the same time, but, my god, what a
nightmare trying to notate for this.
AC: I figure it would be an interesting challenge, actually…
TN: Especially the boxes. Good damn luck
with that. It’s like notating electronic music.
For one thing, what’s the point? As if somebody is going to one: learn how to read it; two:
learn how to play it with that notation, with
those techniques; and three: get even remotely close to what you were thinking. So no, you
know the thing about experimental instrument
and stuff is trying to push the envelope of what
music is. Part of that is getting away from the
idea that everything is compositionally controlled. But it isn’t, like, burning your bridges.
We still have relationships to composers and
compositions. It’s just that we sit around the
same table now and they take into account
what we thrive on and vice versa. It’s great.

TN: If they’re good.
The Crab
AC: So in terms of being able to play the
instruments, how does one “master” one of
these instruments? Is there a discipline for
learning how to play them and for practicing?

AC: So is that process a little bit different
when it’s having somebody else play one of
the instruments?
TN: Well, when somebody else plays one, I
see different things happening, I hear different things happening. I see different orientations, different approaches. Sure. I’m just an
individual. I’m not a prototype, or a metatype,
ity, I would say first is sound. And that then
mandates technique, and technique mandates
design. And once you get the design, you

have a recording of that. But we are going to
be doing a piano and Soniglyph version of that
piece. That’s the most formal piece, the most
absolutely composed piece. But still within
that, the composition is about what parts of the
instrument I’m playing and what techniques I
might be using but not exactly what I’m playing. Whereas what he has, some places are
very specific and some are quasi-improvised.

AC: So in the context of that newer relationship between composers and performers,
would you like to see more compositions?

TN: Well, it’s a lot of hours of practicing. But
as you’re practicing, you’re doing two things.
You’re getting familiar with the instrument, but
you’re also practicing improvisation, you’re
also practicing composition. And you’re
practicing composition and improvisation in the
context of that instrument with that format and
those techniques. So you’re working always
on two things – that’s the way I work. Maybe
somebody could more objectify it but it’s hard
for me to separate the work on the instrument
alone from the work on the instrument as a
compositional device.

AC: Alright. That actually leads to one of the
next questions that I had, which is that when

AC: So, thinking about the performance coming up where there are also a lot of guests that
are also using traditional instruments, what is
the process for working with performers who
are using standard instruments? Is it more
about working with the individual performers
who were invited, or is it about trying to pair
instruments?

Tom Nunn demonstrating the Octatonic TRodimba: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p
bHbryV907c&feature=player_embedded
AC: Yeah, especially looking around [the
studio], thinking of the visual aspects of the
instrument. So how do the visual aesthetics play in. So how much of the design of a
particular instrument is visuals versus sound
quality versus playability? Sort of, the physical
aspects?

“Perfect” Skatchboxes

or whatever. Every time I’ve seen people play
my instruments they come up with ideas I
hadn’t thought of, or approaches or sounds or
styles or all kinds of stuff they come up with on
their own. Including what kids do.

improvisers, and I’m just damn lucky to have
a situation where I can call on people like that.
So many of them, and such a diversity! And
that’s what we discovered with the TD Skatchit
project. And that was David’s idea and it just
was spot-on in terms of connecting with his
culture and bringing the boxes into that. In this
particular performance, it’s going to be people
I’ve always played with, but I’ve always played
with people who play traditional instruments.
It’s actually easier for me to play with people
who play traditional instruments than people
who play experimental instruments. Actually
much easier.
AC: So you were mentioning that there is going to be a lot of free improvisation. Has there
been a lot of work with formal composition with
your instruments?
TN: Yes, the second piece on the program,
Plasticity, is written by Allan Crossman, a good
friend of mine, who is a retired teacher from
Concordia in Montreal. And he is an active
composer. He wrote this piece for the Soniglyph and orchestra, and we got it performed
by the San Francisco Composers Chamber
Orchestra. And we had about four or five
rehearsals of that and then did it live and I

AC: And then, anything thoughts on how
your instruments have affected people in this
community or beyond who think about music,
whether they’re performers or listeners?
TN: It would be difficult to say what effect I
have on anything. That part is kind of a hope
and a prayer that maybe there would be some
influence that is positive in somebody’s life and
just let it go at that. I’ve given away a lot of
instruments. I’ve given away a lot of CDs. It’s
my inclination to give things away rather than
sell them when it comes to music anyway. To
me it’s like this is food for the soul and so how
can we put a price on that. So yeah, I end up
giving away a lot of instruments. And that is,
I think, an appropriate way to dispense with
this stuff. If somebody says, “well I can do
that”, then go home and do it. Rent [Romus
of Outsound Presents] went home, and he
and CJ each made a box, after [the workshop
at the 2010 Outsound Music Summit]. Great!
It’s kind of like that. If teachers saw what the
potential of the Skatchbox was for elementary
school kids or junior-high school kids, kids that
hadn’t gotten the big dose of cynicism that’s
going to come down the line yet. So that they
don’t see it as silly or stupid or not cool or
whatever. But that they see it as just interesting. Which is the virtue of kids..
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CONCERT REVIEW BY AMAR CHAUDHARY / CATSYNTH | FEBRUARY 24

Music of Invention: A Concert Celebrating
Tom Nunn’s Invention
Today we review the Music of Invention: A
Concert Celebrating Tom Nunn’s Inventions which recently took place the Community Music Center in San Francisco. This
retrospective concert brought together not
only many of Tom Nunn’s musical inventions
from the past decades, but many of his closest
musical collaborators as well. The evening
was divided into several miniature sets, some
with established ensembles as well as individual collaborations. Most of the names on
the program were quite familiar, and I recalled
from my interview with Nunn his describing the
“master players” he has been fortunate to work
with over the years.
The concert opened with a “inventors’ duo”
as Tom Nunn performed alongside musicinstrument maker Bart Hopkin. The first
sounds were scratchy and metallic, primarily
from Nunn’s instrument, the crab. Hopkin’s
instrumental performance started out quite
percussive as well but soon settled into a more
tonal marimba-like state, albeit a tonality with
an odd scale. The crab seemed to have two
types of sound and texture that reflected the
different types of rods, one louder and more
metallic, and another more quick and watery.
They settled into a pattern with quick rhythmic
textures from the watery sounds and bass
notes, with a steady rhythm forming and then
breaking apart and then forming again. Hopkin
switched to one of his other instruments, the
‘Moe, a clarinet-like instrument with a continuous pitch control. Although the sound was
unmistakably that of a clarinet, the rapid pitch
bends sometimes made it sound more like an
analog synthesizer (with a square wave, of
course). Against this, Nunn generated a musical “waterfall” from the crab that concluded
with a harp-like arpeggio.
This was followed by a performance of Allan
Crossman‘s piece Plasticity. This was one of
the only fully composed pieces on the program
(the other being Skatchbox Blues). Originally
for Sonoglyph and orchestra, on this occasion
it was reduced to Sonoglyph performed by
Nunn and piano performed by Crossman. The
music began with metallic watery sounds from
the Sonoglyph and anxious harmonies on the
piano. The overall effect was quite dreamlike,
and I had the impression throughout the piece
of being a well-crafted children’s movie with a
richly detailed imaginary world. The instrumental sounds ranged from resonant and chimelike to more scratchy and noisy. There were
sections with traditional contrapuntal textures,
humorous phrases, and even something that
brought to mind a march or procession.
The next set featured the Octatonic T-Rodimba, a pitched instrument tuned to three separate octatonic scales. Nunn was joined for this
set by guitarists Gary Knowlton and Michael
Knowlton. From the start, it was a clash of
timbres between the guitars and the T-Rodimba, with slow chords against fast runs. Over
time, the guitars became more melodic and all

three performers settled into a jazz-like feel.
The rhythms were all separate at first, with
scratchy guitar sounds providing percussion,
but coalesced into a single unit with repeated
phrases. Certainly, the octatonic scales were
part of the music, but not a distinct part to be
heard separately. With the rhythms aligned,
the tonalities of the different instruments
blended together. The music became louder
and more percussive before concluding with a
guitar drone and effects from the green Line 6
pedal many of us know and love.
The following set introduced the Lukie Tubes,
an instrument with a resonant metal plate suspended on balloons that excited using a series
of cardboard tubes. Nunn was joined by Paul
Winstanley performing on “prepared electric
bass”. He performed by bowing on the bass,
which had several rods inserted between the
strings and the neck for a variety of sounds
that were enhanced by additional electronic
effects. The bass blended will with the Lukie
Tubes as the set began with a long metallic
drone on both instruments with different resonances coming in and out of focus. The overall
effect was a lush but eerie landscape, punctuated with bits of static and shorter tones. The
were moments that brought to mind whales
and others reminiscent of Central Asian throat
singing. In addition to the acoustic strength of
Lukie Tubes, Winstanley used another Line
6 pedal to build up energy. The loud sounds
gave way to softer higher tones and then a
quiet but more percussive conclusion.
The final set of the first half featured RTD3,
a trio of Ron Heglin, Tom Nunn and Doug
Caroll. I have heard RTD3 on several occasions in the past. For this performance, Caroll
was on cello as usual, Heglin was performing
only on voice (i.e., no trombone), and Tom
Nunn was on Skatchbox. In particular, this was
the debut of one of the “perfect” Skatchboxes
that I had seen during the interview. Musically,
things start of softly with voice a percussive
cello. Heglin’s vocals featured a wide variety
of effects, groans, gurgles and rumbles, along
with incantations on unknown (and perhaps
unknowable) words. The vocals filled the
space in between the cello and the distinctive
comb noises of the Skatchbox. Nunn switched
to Lukie tubes during the performance, and
then to another instrument called the Techphonic plate. During this time Caroll’s cello
performance moved from traditional practice
(pitched bowed tones) to more plucking and
percussive techniques, and finally to extended
techniques such as using a cork on the strings
and scratching on the back of the instrument.
All three performs came together for a final
drone that ended with a minor modal harmony.
The second half opened with a live
performance of “Skatchbox Blues”, which was
released as a single in conjunction with the
concert. It was a lighthearted departure from
the other sets with a traditional “country blues”
feel provided by Gary Knowlton and Michael

Knowlton on guitars, and Aurora Josephson
on voice. The Skatchbox itself as played
by David Michalak was a purely percussion
instrument in the context of this piece, with the
grinding and buzzing sounds working together
with the guitar to provide the familiar traditional
rhythm. The lyrics were a humorous sendoff of the experience of building and playing
a Skatchbox, with the repeated cadence
“treasures in the trash.”
The next set featured Ed Herrmann on the
Octatonic T-Rodimba with Nun on the Crab.
Here, the tonality and timbre of the T-Rodimba
was used to full effect, with Hermann
performing rhythmic phrases and switching
among different types of mallets. Between
the two metal instruments and rhythmic
texture, this set was particularly “gamelanlike”, with call-and-response between the two
performers and moments of synchronicity.
There were moments of slower movement and
empty space as well. During the set, I heard
something from hall which I dubbed at the time
“unexplained bass”, a series disembodied low
bowed tones. It turns out the Doug Caroll was
had quietly slipped into the audience with his
cello and joined into the mix. The acoustics
of the hall helped to give his addition a more
surprising and disorienting quality. But overall,
it did add a supporting quality to the music and
a contrast to the more metallic sounds. The
overall effect reminded me quite a bit of the
music of Harry Parch.
TD Skatchit, the Skatchbox duo of Tom
Nunn and David Michalak, made its official
appearance with a pair of mini-sets, each with
a guest soloist. The first featured Rent Romus
on saxophones. The result was a delightfully
noisy set the requisite squeaks, squaws and
other effects, punctuated by more jazz-like
tonal phrases. Nunn and Michalak provided a
rhythm trading notes on the Skatchboxes. The
tones were more of the continuous scratches
and rumbles, but after a grand pause, Nunn
produced a more rhythmic sound from one
element of his Skatchbox with a repeated
beat that reminded me a bit of rumble strips.
The music gradually grew louder, with more
complex and intricate jazz runs. Ultimately,
Romus pulled out both an alto and soprano
sax to play simultaneously in a loud and
intense final run.
Aurora Josephson returned to perform in the
second set with TD Skatchit. It was clear from
the start that this was going to be different
from her traditional blues vocals only a few
minutes earlier, as she took a large swig of
water from a bottle and began to vocalize with
subtle squeaks and wiggles as well as louder
gurgles. Her percussive sounds blended well
with the Skatchboxes, which responded with
squeakier timbres. The performance was
visually and aurally quite humorous and small
bursts of laughter could be heard from the audience – to me, this seemed perfectly appropriate and acceptable for such a performance.

At times, she seemed to be a third percussion
instrument as she traded short notes with
Nunn and Michalak. There were a few messy
(i.e., wet) moments, but Josephson reminded
us, “It’s just water.”
The final performance featured Ghost in
the House, with Nunn and Michalak joined
by regular group members Karen Stackpole
on metal percussion and John Ingle on
saxophone, and guest Bart Hopkin. Like
RTD3, I have seen Ghost in the House a
few times before. This time they did not do
their usual ritualistic procession into the hall,
probably because of the logistics involved,
but they appeared on stage bathed in eerie
blue light punctuated by candles. The opening
sounds were quite resonant and featured rich
harmonics. Nunn’s instrument, the Crustacean,
blends quite well with Karen Stackpole’s
gongs, and a rhythm emerged in the beating
patterns between the instrument. Layered
in between was Michalak’s lap-steel guitar,
which always seems to have a melancholy
sound. Bart Hopkin’s instrument, called the
Disorderly Tumbling, provided a cascade
of high bell sounds that lingered above the
other timbres. In a performance like this I find
myself listening for the details such as these.
Others that caught my attention in this section
of the performance were Stackpole’s row of
keys, Ingle’s swelling saxophone town, and
intense sound of the bowed Crustacean. Over
time, the texture became more sparse and
glitchy, including mouthpiece noises on the
saxophone, striking of metal bowls, and short
notes on the Techphonic plate. The music
then moved into an eerie phase with lap steel
drones, toy-like sounds and the Lukie tubes
that reminded me of an old radio or classic
science fiction soundtrack. The tones became
richer and darker, with long tones and wiggling
metal sheets, saxophone multiphonics and
glissandi; and finally more rhythmic, with
bouncing high tones and the cascading bells,
matched by saxophone and gong.
The concert was well received, and there was
quite a long moment of mutual appreciation
between Tom Nunn and the audience. This
was clearly a special occasion for him, for the
musicians and those in attendance. There was
also a warm recognition of David Michalak,
who was primarily responsible for proposing
this concert and making it happen as well as
it did. It was quite a logistical feat to have so
many sets with large and unusual instruments.
We conclude with what I believe is the smallest invention of the evening. Nunn had made
several limited-edition mini-Skatchboxes to
commemorate the evening. One of them went
home with me and waits to be used in a future
musical project inspired by what I heard at this
concert.
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